Label Instructions

Information About Your Drayage Truck Registry Label
- The Drayage Truck Registry (DTR) labels are available to all vehicles upon request. The labels are strictly voluntary.
- DTR labels are unique for each vehicle. The DTR number corresponds to the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN).
- DTR labels are not valid if placed on any vehicle other than the vehicle they are issued to.
- If the DTR label is removed for any reason, it will be considered invalid and must be replaced with a new DTR label.

Replacement Labels
- Damaged or unreadable labels are invalid and must be replaced.
- If the label is damaged, call the DTR information line for a replacement.

Label Placement:
- Label should be applied in designated areas only.
- Label must be permanently affixed to vehicle in the appropriate location.
- Label must be maintained in readable condition and may not be covered or obscured.
- Label displayed on the vehicle must be the sticker issued to the vehicle it is displayed on.

Instructions for Affixing Label:
- Locate the designated area on the left (driver’s) side door of your vehicle where the DTR label is to be displayed. (See Diagram Below)
- Thoroughly clean and dry the area where the DTR label is to be affixed.
- Remove label backing and firmly press the correctly oriented label onto the clean area.
- Make sure the DTR label is securely affixed to the truck and no air bubbles are trapped underneath.

For label placement help or to obtain a replacement label, call the Drayage Truck information line at 1-888-247-4821 or by email at drayagetruck@arb.ca.gov.

DTR Label Placement Diagram